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SMT PICK   MANIPULATOR& PLACE  MAN-32

Technical data:
Manipulator dimensions(l/w/h): 790 x 390 x 170 mm                Working area max:        350 x 210 mm
Dimensions w. feeders   max.  :      1140 x 650 mm                      Power supply:               Adaptor 230/12 V
Arm movement in axis x/y/z:       470 x 230 x 15 mm                   Vacuum pump supply:  230 V, 6 W
Weight:                                           6 kgs
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Manipulator in connection with dispenser can be used
for accurate paste or glue dispensing.

For special order is manipulator delivered together
with videocamera on the head for placing of small
0603 and 0402 chips as well as for accurate
positioning fine pitch QFPs. Then it is possible to
watch enlarged picture of positioned place on a big
LCD screen.

Standard supply contains: Manipulator’s table with moveable arm, power supply 230/12 V, vacuum pump, 3 PCB
holders, 2 vacuum cups, spare needle for vacuum pipette and user’s guide.
Separately ordered/supplied : Feeders for 10 components from tapes, Holders for reels, IC Feeders from sticks, video
camera and LCD display ., dispensing head

Manipulator with feeders and fixing table creates compact, powerful
assembly system. Slight arm movement in axis X and Y allows comfortable choosing
parts from feeders and their placing all over the workplace. Accurate leading of placing head in Z axis means
perpendicular and gentle device put into paste. Placing head button, at the same time is used for needle rotating around its
own axis.

One push is means as picking a component and second means its place.
In the head , there is also integrated  simple but strong light source for lighting area under the needle.
High performance vacuum pump, PCB holders and necessary cables and tubes are included in standard packing.



STENCIL PRINTER SAB 69

!Easy application of solder paste through
the stencil

!Stable fixing of PCB by holders and STOP
pins

!Double-sided printing

!Adjustable position of table to
synchronization  PCB pads against holes
in stencil

!Double-cycled opening mechanics
ensures precise separation of stencil from
PCB

Simple operating of this equipment ensuree fast and comfortable printing PCB´s with minimum
dropout of solder paste.

Clamp stencil through holes onto pins and screw up by
front screws.

Fixate the board onto position desk with STOP pins.

Synchronize PCB pads and stencil holes adjusts by three
screws of microslides
XY - two axes movement, Z - angular setting .

Double cycle opening frame ensures to keep all printed structures not moved. In first cycle lifting
handle holds up  the frame. In second cycle you can tilt the frame.

Accesories included: 150 mm rubber squeegee, 2 long magnetic PCB holders, 1x empty PVC foil for
stencil, 2x stop pins, 4x PCB bottom support pins, hex key.

        Technical data:

        Dimensions (l/w/h) :             400x295x120mm                     Usable area :                          190x270mm
        Stencil dimensions :             210x380mm                            Worktable dimensions :          272x190 mm
        Weight :                               10 Kgs                              Max. height of placed components:         25 mm
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Batch Reflow Oven  andHR-22LF HR-23LF

HR-22LF is batch type oven designed for leadfree soldering in preference. Partly shielded heaters result to rectangular
heat distribution and muting  negatives of heating in visible range of spectum.  Axial fan with dark heating spiral situated in
backside warant hot air moving under component as well as into so called heat shadows. So there is reached relative
small temperature difference between components and it is perfect suitable for leadfree soldering.

The advantage of one cell batch type reflow oven is possibility of settings special profile for each PCB and maximum
soldering time is almost unlimited.

Oven  HR-22LF is designed as autonomous device. PCB prepared for soldering is inserted on door rack and by pressing
button situated on front panel is executed door closing and after that is executed soldering process. After finishig this
process will door open and  is applied forced PCB and oven cooling.

Inserting of solder programs is very easy by common PC keyboard which you can connect to oven. On front panel are two
LCD displays for checking oven state and temperature. After connecting termocouple is possible to measure temperature
diagram right on PCB.

� IR heating with convective support

� Leadfree alloy soaking
� Bigger area for soldering
� Automatic front door opening/closure

� Measurement temperature in 3 points
� Forced cooling PCB after soaking

� Desktop version - Favourable price

HR-22+23LF-EN - v.2

Technical data of HR-22LF:
Power supply:  230 V, 50 Hz
Power consumption:  4800 W max
Dimensions LxWxH:  570 x 560 x 410 mm
Max. weight:  32 kg
Time setting:   1-999 sek.
Temperature setting: 50-260 Co

Rack dimension:  400 x 300 mm
Max PCB dimension : 380 x 250 mm

Technical data of HR-23LF:
Power supply:  3-phase, 3x380V, 50 Hz
Power consumption:  4800 W max
Dimensions LxWxH:  750 x 570 x 450 mm
Max. weight:  37 kg
Time setting:   1-999 sek.
Temperature setting: 50-260 Co

Rack dimension:  410 x 500 mm
Max PCB dimension : 400 x 470 mm

OPTIONAL:

NEW! Fume exhaust chamber for both model is available.
Airproof chamber let you solder even in office rooms.

For precision temperature  tracking and recording up to 8
channels we recommend to use Datalogger MTP-05.
Set of complete accessories - just plug and play!
Windows running easy to use software MTPWIN included.
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